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Issue
Despite plentiful sunshine in Southern Arizona, Bart Smith had a lighting 
challenge. As Community Operations Manager for the Ak-Chin Indian 
Community, he was responsible for a pathway project that had no lighting. A 
majority of the proposed pedestrian lighting was in areas that were without 
access to power or infrastructure. His project team began researching solar-
powered lighting options by tapping into the Community’s network for 
recommendations.

Decision
One of Ak-Chin’s capital project managers described a similar Native 
American community where SolarOne solar street lighting solutions were 
already installed, prompting a visit from Smith and his project team. The 
capital project manger reached out to SolarOne and made inquiry of their 
product line. The project team was impressed by the flexible solar wrap 
design, which eliminates the traditional solar panel on top of the pole.

The project team also 
researched how many days 
the lights would stay powered 
without sunshine and what 
happens if a pole is damaged. 
The project team presented 
all findings to the Community 
Council, who liked what they heard and approved the project.

Results
Smith described the installation process as seamless and flexible, 
while meeting construction timelines. The bigger challenge? "It took 
some time for people to realize they were solar lights," he mentioned.

As Smith and the Community Council saw the value of solar lights, 
they considered installing additional solar lighting in another area 
where power was readily available. "Once we put the numbers 
together, the Community Council agreed," Smith recalls. "It was less 
disruptive and costly than installing new lines, tearing up driveways 
to homes and causing traffic delays."

Now that both projects are complete, Smith sums up the biggest 
benefit of choosing SolarOne in one word. “Safety. In areas where we 
didn't have efficient lighting because of infrastructure, SolarOne helps 
make our roads and pathways safer."

Pedestrian Safety: Ak-Chin Tribe

•	 No infrastructure investment
•	 Best-in-class aesthetics
•	 Proven performance in the       

harshest environments
•	 Minimal installation time and costs

Deciding Factors

"We wanted to find a reliable solution with a long life, and didn't want to worry about batteries going out, durability and other fac-
tors. The Design Series System alleviated every concern.”   -   Bartholomew Smith, Community Project Manager, Ak-Chin Tribe

Design Series Solar Lighting Systems improve 
safety on Farrell Road in Maricopa, AZ

What: Pedestrian pathway lighting project
Where: Ak-Chin Reservation, Southern 
Arizona
When: 2014
Scope:
•	 Selected Design Series, solar-      

wrapped poles
•	 112 poles used for initial project
•	 Selected for additional road safety      

and subdivision projects
•	 Considered for all new projects
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